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Abstract:
Reversible logic is a reckoning standard that has attracted momentous attention in recent years due
to its properties that lead to ultra-low-power reliable circuits. Reversible circuits are fundamental in
executing quantum computing. Since addition is an essential operation in designing efficient adders it is a
key element in the research of reversible circuits. RNS has been an influential tool to come up with parallel
and fault-tolerant implementations of computations in which additions and multiplications are assertive. In
our project, we have implemented a combination of RNS and reversible logic. The parallelism of RNS is
highly influential to increase the accomplishment of reversible computational circuits. Since modulo adders
play a pivotal role in any RNS, we here proposed modular adders using reversible logic. The proposed
adders have been synthesized using Xilinx tool and from the experimental results it is identified that modulo
adders could be designed by means of reversible gates with minimum expenditure in assessment to regular
reversible adders.
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----------------------------------------************************--------------------------------I.

INTRODUCTION
Researchers in academe and trade believe that Moore’s
law is ending, and even recently delivered deep-submicron
transistors are not considerably additional economical than
their previous generations. Therefore, new computing
paradigms ought to be investigated to beat the anticipated
performance wall which might be reached in 2020. This
rebooting of computing should be supported novel strategies at
totally different computing levels of style abstraction, together
with arithmetic logic gate level, to modify the challenges of the
rising applications sort of a deep convolutional neural network
(DNN) and internet-of- things (IoT).
Residue range Systems (RNS) has been associate
authoritative tool to produce parallel and fault-tolerant
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implementations of computations wherever additions and
multiplications RNS structure assertive. In this work, we've
enforced a combination of RNS and reversible logic. The
correspondence of RNS is incredibly authoritative to increase
the accomplishment of reversible procedure circuits. Since
modulo adders RNS structure elementary elements in any RNS,
we have enforced standard adders like adders, victimizating
reversible logic. RNS is used these days to understand
conjointly
energy-efficient
and
high
performance
implementation of varied rising applications, like deep neural
networks, communication networks and cloud storage. This
illustration is allowable by the remainder theorem, that asserts
that, if N is that the merchandise of the moduli, there is, in
associate interval of length N, precisely one whole number
having any given set of standard values. A residue numeral
system is outlined by a group of k integers, known as the
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moduli, that RNS structure usually purported to be pairwise
coprime (that is, any 2 of them have a greatest common live
adequate one), forementioned as a result of the moduli.
The capability of RNS to perform extraodinary parallel
and carry-free arithmetic is compatible temperament for taking
advantage of the selections of reversible circuits. However,
later, all the offered RNS structures RNS structure designed for
ASIC implementation, a rethinking of RNS architectures ought
to be performed to adapt them to the properties of reversible
circuits. The very important part of a neighborhood architecture
of RNS systems is standard addition since all elements of RNS
together with forward and reverse conversion are supported
standard additions. This work presents the first implementation
of modulo adders supported by reversible gates. For these
typical adders, that RNS structure regularly utilised in RNS
structures, parallel-prefix and ripple-carry architectures are
measured.
In this work, we tend to propose the joint usage of these
two unconventional computing approaches, Residue Number
System and Reversible Computing, to understand associate
ultra-efficient computing paradigm for the rising applications.
The capability of RNS to perform extraodinary parallel and
carry-free arithmetic is compatible temperament for taking
advantage of the selections of reversible circuits. However,
later, all the offered RNS structures RNS structure designed for
ASIC implementation, a rethinking of RNS architectures ought
to be performed to adapt them to the properties of reversible
circuits. The very important part of a neighborhood architecture
of RNS systems is standard addition since all elements of RNS
together with forward and reverse conversion are supported
standard additions.This work presents the first implementation
of modulo adders supported by reversible gates. For these
typical adders, that RNS structure regularly utilised in RNS
structures, parallel-prefix and ripple-carry architectures are
measured
II.

RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

binary range (X) to the residues (xi’s), consistent with the
moduli, as:
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
(𝑥1 , 𝑥2….. 𝑥𝑛 )

X

Where 𝑥𝑖 = X mod 𝑚𝑖 =|X|𝑚𝑖 for i = 1…n

(1)
(2)

Note that mod indicates the rest of the whole number
division of X by mi. Then, we should consider two numbers A
and B as follows:
A=(𝑎1 , 𝑎2, 𝑎3 …..𝑎𝑛 )

(3)

B=(𝑏1 , 𝑏2, 𝑏3 …..𝑏𝑛 )

(4)

modulo arithmetic operations are often performed on residues
as follows:
S = A•B= (𝑎1 , 𝑎2, 𝑎3 …..𝑎𝑛 )
where
𝑆𝑖 = |𝑎𝑖 • 𝑏𝑖 |𝑚𝑖 , • €{+ , ─, ×}

(5)
(6)

Finally, a reverse converter maps the results in the RNS
domain to the regular weighted illustration, by using, as an
example, the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT). Other RNS
operations like sign detection, magnitude comparison and
overflow handling are nonmandatory, consistent with the target
application, and more durable to perform within the RNS
domain. It ought to be mentioned that general division cannot
directly be performed in RNS, however division by a relentless,
one among the moduli of the set, i.e. scaling, is simpler to
perform.
III.

REVERSIBLE GATES
Reversible circuits give us a one-to-one mapping among
inputs and outputs, thus inputs can be recovered from outputs.
This effective feature tends to design efficient low power
circuit by saving the power drastically. Regular digital gates are
irreversible. Reversible gates can be built as basic structures to
design reversible logic circuits. Some of the popular reversible
gates are Feynman, Peres and HNG gates.

The first step to design a RNS is to pick out a moduli set
consistent with the target application constraints and necessities.
The moduli set consists of pair-wise comparatively prime
numbers , being the dynamic vary the sequence of integers
which will be unambiguously depicted in RNS, i.e. Among
these moduli, the best one to take care of is that the 2n, is nothing
but does not need any specific modular arithmetic, jut the
circuits for binary arithmetic.
Apart from that, the foremost frequent co- prime range in
moduli sets for RNS is 2n-1, since moduli 2n+1 is additional
complicated and its illustration needs an extra bit. The main
arithmetic blocks of RNS are the forward convertor, the modular
arithmetic within the channels, and therefore the reverse
convertor [12]. The forward convertor interprets the weighted
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Fig. 1. Feyman gate
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given as ((3×(n-1)+4+(3×(n-1)+5))Δ. Also, the final garbage
output and constant inputs are 3n and 2n, respectively because
in both the inputs either one of the inputs of Peres and HNG
gates is zero and also two outputs of HNG and one output of
Peres gates are not used.

Fig. 2. Peres gate

Fig. 3. HNG gate

The Feynman is also called as controlled not (CNOT) gate.
It is often utilized in reversible logic circuits because it will
provide Ex-OR and also the copy and complement of the input.
As reversible gates cannot have advantage of fan-out, these
gates shall be used to attain two copies of the similarlv input by
making another input of the gate to the zero-logic level.
Likewise, by changing the second input of the Feynman to onelogic level, we can attain the copy of another input.
When considering the reversible logic, the input given to
the logic are equal their outputs of the gates so as to achieve a
one-to-one mapping. This logic processes a set of output bits
for every set of unique input bits. This avoids the lack of
information which leads to wastage of power. In reversible
logic fan-out is impossible and feedback and loops are not
entertained.
IV.

MODULAR ADDER DESIGN USING REVERSIBLE
CIRCUITS

This section represents the reversible enactment of three
modular adder constructions that are oftentimes applied to
RNS.

Fig. 4. The Ripple Carry Adder with End Around Carry using HNG and Peres
reversible gates.

B. PPA Based Modulo Adder
The important block of a Parallel prefix adder is a carrycomputation network that contains gray and black cells. There
are various carry-computation networks that can be utilized for
constructing Parallel Prefix Adders. The regular parallel-prefix
adder structure is based on two popular methods namely Kogge
stone adder and Brent-Kung adder. After comparing and
analysing their individual characteristics, it is found that the
Brent-Kung adder has low quantum cost when compared to the
other prefix structures. Because of this advantage, the BrentKung adder has been chosen the reason is basic adder to style
modulo 2n-1 adder with reversible logic gates.
The Brent-Kung adder has low quantum cost when
compared to the other prefix structures which is shown in the
Fig. 5. Because of this advantage, the Brent-Kung adder has
been chosen the reason is basic adder to style modulo 2n-1
adder with reversible logic gates.

A. RCA Based Modulo Adder
The Ripple Carry Adders with End Around Carry for
modulo ‘2n-1’ addition of two ‘n’ bit numbers wants n Full
Adders and n Half Adders in both the first and second stages
respectively which is shown in Fig. 4. Like the Carry Select
Adder, Full Adders can be realized with HNG gates. Also the
Peres gate which is reversible shall be used in place of the Half
Adders, where the third input bit is initialized to zero. The total
quantum cost of the Ripple Carry Adders with End Around
Carry for two ‘n’ bit is 6n+4n=10n because the quantum cost
and depth of a single Peres gate is 3. Besides, the final quantum
depth of the Ripple Carry Adders with End Around Carry is
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Fig. 5. The regular parallel-prefix adder structure of two types (left side)
BrentKung and (right side) Kogge-Stone
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The modulo 2n-1 Parallel prefix adder contains
generate and propagate signal generation, prefix carrycomputation network and post process to come up with the
entire carry and add bits. The reversible logic implementation
of Brent-Kung adder with the carry-computation network is
completed. The propagate and generate signals ought to be
computed exploitation the input bits.
𝑃𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖  𝑏𝑖
𝑔𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 𝑏𝑖
This process can be easily simply done by a Peres gate with
the next input made to zero. The propagate and generate signals
can be achieved using the carry computation network.
𝑃𝑖:𝑗 = 𝑃[𝑖:𝑘] 𝑃[𝑘−1:𝑗]
𝐺[𝑖:𝑗] = 𝐺[𝑖:𝑘] + 𝑃[𝑖:𝑘] 𝐺[𝑘−1:𝑗𝑗] = 𝐺[𝑖:𝑘]  𝑃[𝑖:𝑘] 𝐺[𝑘−1:𝑗]
The black cell produce G[i:j] and P[i:j] using two peres gate.
P[i:k] is repeated by considering the fan-out gate in the black
cell. Besides, the grey cell simply wants one Peres gate. G[i:0]
can be generated by a single peres gate in the grey cell.

Finally, as shown in Fig. 5, the Post processing part
involves a row of black cells to generate the Cout , i.e. End
around Carry to the carries situated in the middle which is then
processed by the sum cells . This generates the sum. The black
cells in the final level are not similar to those that are in the
internal cells because they have three inputs. Peres gates are
effectively used to realize those cells. Feynman gates are used
to generate the sum as only the Ex-OR gates are required. The
total amount of quantum price and depth likewise as a wide
range of constant inputs and garbage outputs in case of the
regular Brent-Kung adder is calculated. Therefore, it is simply
necessary to introduce one level of black cells to derive the
quantum depth and quantum price for the projected modular
adder.
V.

PERFOMANCE COMPARISON
The Area, Power and Delay of the different modulo
adders and the total quantum cost and depth as well as number
of constant inputs and garbage outputs are presented in Table I
and II respectively. It is observed that the projected 2n-1
modulo adders have higher price and depth than the equivalent
binary adders. Therefore, it is concluded that planning prefixbased modular adder leads to less overhead than RCA-based
style, in reversible logic. Besides, it can be seen PPA based
modulo adder which is quite frequently used in RNS circuits,
can be implemented quite efficiently using reversible gates.
VI.

Fig. 6. The internal prefix cells implementation using Peres gates

The Post processing part involves a row of black cells to
generate the Cout, i.e. End around Carry to the carries situated
in the middle which is then processed by the sum cells. This
generates the sum. The black cells in the final level are not
similar to those that are in the internal cells because they have
three inputs. Peres gates are effectively used to realize those
cells. Feynman gates are used to generate the sum as only the
Ex-OR gates are required.

Fig. 7. The black cell used in the End Around Carry level of the parallel prefix
modular adder.
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CONCLUSION
This work presents the reversible design of modular
adders which acts as the basic and elementary component of
RNS based architectures. It is shown that a modular 2n-1
parallel prefix adder is often designed using small overheads
when compared to the other modular adders. On analyzing the
synthesized results, we can observe that the proposed modular
Brent-kung adder is efficient among all the other modular
adders when considering the area, power, quantum cost and
depth. So, we can conclude that the proposed modular Brent
kung adder is better in terms of all the parameters observed such
as area, power, quantum cost, quantum depth and therefore is
the efficient modular adder.
VII.

FUTURE WORKS
Now every day accuracy is the main goal to achieve
with this fast processing environment and it will conjointly
consumes less energy, previous conventional circuits are non
reversible and due to which during communication of
information when there is loss of information circuit dissipates
energy because of reload of data in between communication
channel from input to output vectors. As reversibility recovers
energy loss and prevent bit error by together with fault tolerant
mechanism. Reversiblity is gaining abundant quality in
quantum computing. Thus we have got to make a circuit under
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optimized way in manner that it will be price effective within
the sense of Gate price, delay, garbage and quantum cost taking
all these in account we have to design the optimized circuit

which are reversible and have capability to detect and correct
the error throughout data transmission.

Table I Performance Comparison of Efficient Parameters of Reversible Modulo Adders

S.NO

TITLE

AREA(Gate count)

POWER (mW)

DELAY(ns)

1

Ripple Carry adder

156

499

24.170

2

Kogge stone adder

276

735

18.412

3

Brent Kung Adder

204

512

22.600

Table II Performance Comparison of Circuit Parameters of Reversible Modulo Adder

S.NO

TITLE

QUANTUM
COST

QUANTUM
DEPTH

CONSTANT
INPUTS

GARBAGE
OUTPUTS

1

Ripple Carry Adder

80

51

16

24

2

Kogge stone Adder

144

14

24

33

3

Brent Kung Adder

134

14

8

29

[7]
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